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Description:

Financial markets evolved to produce simplified portfolio management products and tools, such

as Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs), and discount brokerages. However, average investors rarely receive

proper guidance on how to use such products. Instead, they are encouraged by discount brokers to take

short-term positions, or otherwise invest their monies in mutual funds through sales representatives,

usually labelled as Financial Advisors. Mutual fund structures were products of environments not yet

exposed to advanced communications' technologies; and have grown to centralize, and restrict gains

shared amongst non-institutional investors and their respective portfolio managers.

When setting up a mutual fund, the manager (usually a General Partner) outsources legal and

administrative services, through third party administrators (or ones, bought out by the asset

management companies themselves). Lawyers set up a fund partnership, where limited partners

(investors) can own, and redeem shares. Fund accountants are constantly calculating the net asset value

(NAV) per share, and forwarding relevant information to investors through fund administrators.

Administering investor contribution and redemption requests is quite costly and time consuming. These

operational processes are financed by investor savings, and are very expensive and inefficient,

considering available technologies.

Using the new systems method, discount brokerages can efficiently channel professional

discretionary portfolio management services t o large numbers of investors. The idea is t o include online

discount brokers, in the asset management process to provide 'virtual funds' as an alternative to mutual

funds. The system design minimizes management fees, and simplifies legal and operational procedures.

The direct accessibility and decentralization of management services via discount brokerages, allows for

centralizing and limiting sales and administration costs.

By advertising participating discount brokerages, affiliated asset management firms will

collaterally gain market exposure. Essentially, marketing two complementary services by only

advertising one. Investors, active portfolio managers, ETF providers (passive asset managers), and

brokers, will share higher gains while reducing monitoring costs. This reverses the current process,

which works towards guaranteeing minimum sales and operations (and regulation) fees to the

respective service providers, while limiting net portfolio gains passed onto investors.

Today, investors can conveniently open several, online investment accounts of any type (e.g.

individual, joint, trust, partnership). The interview and selection process with prospective clients who

want to invest their savings with a portfolio manager will be liaised through discount brokers. This

replaces sales and marketing operations performed by mutual fund wholesalers and financial advisors.

Asset management companies selected by investors will be able to access and control discretionary

accounts via the system described.

Asset management companies will use a phantom database to visually group their clients'

holdings in the form of funds, without physically grouping investor holdings into funds. This is a key

point of the method. Virtually grouping investor holdings, rather than physically, provides the

advantages of physically grouping investor holdings, without the extra costs incurred. This has vast

implications in regards to simplifying operations, increasing transparency, aligning interests and

minimizing administration fees.



Asset managers can view investor holdings, in different forms using the Phantom database. The

system can analyze them as one fund, a group of funds, or in their original form as separate investor

holdings with different (or common) risk appetites and goals. Clients will use the existing discount

brokerage interface t o obtain relevant portfolio information, and place redemption, and contribution

requests.

On the other hand, advertising ETFs, discount brokerages and asset management services, as

complimentary products, allows these parties t o align their interests together, and directly benefit

investors. The new design repositions discount brokerages and ETFs and properly defines their roles in a

way that will help eliminate creative marketing methods encouraging short term trading, where the

investor usually comes in second place.

ETFs are simplified tools used for facilitating complex trades and mimicking index performance.

They are traded as simply as public companies' shares. Built in fees range from 0.1% t o 1% depending on

the complexity of the ETF. Retail discount brokerages, provide easy access t o ETFs, stocks, and options.

In essence, offering investors a similar variety of market exposure, available t o sophisticated fund

managers. Its users and providers when offered without independent guidance, more easily abuse such

accessibility. Today, discount brokerages continue survival by offering short-term trading schemes to

increase trading frequency and revenues.

Ethical dilemmas are reduced when addressing situations affecting "priority of transactions",

and "integrity of capital markets". For example, in cases where management decides t o sell all shares of

stock A, for all their clients. The manager would enter one sell order through his/her terminal. The

Enterprise Service Bus distributes corresponding suborders t o associated broker terminals. Alternatively,

if certain clients are better suited t o hold stock A, and buy puts instead, the manager is able t o enter

both trades simultaneously as follows: Sell all shares of A except for clients 1 and 2, hold shares A and

buy Puts AAA. One asset management company can manage accounts held in different online

brokerages.

Portfolio managers will provide services that are more rewarding when not restricted to one

broker, approach, or investor type. Managers face less market manipulation issues, when executing

smaller block trades where 'smart money' is not as easy t o follow. They will deal with less transparency

issues surrounding NAV manipulation and disproportionate transaction costs borne by investors

entering and exiting the fund at different times. "What dawned on me is obviously as money comes in it

incurs transaction costs, and the earlier investors bear a disproportionate share of that money coming

in1" . Using the proposed method, speed and cost of execution are solely dependent on investors' choice

of discount broker.

The new method will directly include ETFs in investor portfolios, t o increase management

flexibility and reduce management fees. However, if ETFs are included in mutual funds as they are

today, they become ambiguous financial products further increasing management fees, and reducing

transparency. "As Bohm emphasizes, "Unless w e understand the subtleties of wholeness, w e will not

only divide what can't be divided, we'll try t o unite what can't be united. Real differences and



similarities will become hopelessly mixed up2." The average investor still relies on mutual funds, and

discount brokerages are investigated for promoting 'unwarranted' short term trading schemes. The new

systems method will introduce a new concept called 'virtual funds' as an alternative t o mutual funds,

and utilize discount brokerages and ETFs in directly benefiting investors.
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Claims

1- Using the new systems method, discount brokerages can efficiently channel professional

discretionary portfolio management services t o large numbers of investors. The idea is to include online

discount brokers, in the asset management process t o provide 'virtual funds' as an alternative t o mutual

funds. The system design minimizes management fees, and simplifies legal and operational procedures.

The direct accessibility and decentralization of management services via discount brokerages, al lows for

centralizing and limiting sales and administration costs.

2- By advertising participating discount brokerages, affiliated asset management firms will

collaterally gain market exposure. Asset management companies will be affiliated and accessed through

all member discount brokerages. Essentially, marketing two complementary services by only advertising

one. Investors, active portfolio managers, Exchange Traded Fund providers (passive asset managers),

and brokers, will share higher gains while reducing monitoring costs. This reverses the current process,

which works towards guaranteeing minimum sales and operations fees t o the respective service

providers, while limiting net portfolio gains passed onto investors.

3- Advertising ETFs, discount brokerages and asset management services, as complimentary

products, allows these parties to align their interests together, and directly benefit investors. The new

design repositions discount brokerages and ETFs and properly defines their roles in a way that will help

eliminate creative marketing methods encouraging short term trading, where the investor usually

comes in second place.

4- Asset management companies will use a phantom database t o visually group their clients'

holdings in the form of funds, without physically grouping investor holdings into funds. Investors will be

accessible through all discount brokerage. Virtually grouping investor holdings, rather than physically,

provides the advantages of physically grouping investor holdings, without the extra costs incurred. This

has vast implications in regards t o simplifying operations, increasing transparency, aligning interests and

minimizing administration fees.

5- Asset managers can view investor holdings, in different forms using the Phantom database.

The system can analyze them as one fund, a group of funds, or in their original form as separate investor

holdings with different (or common) risk appetites and goals. Clients will use the existing discount

brokerage interface t o obtain relevant portfolio information, and place redemption, and contribution

requests.

6- Portfolio managers will provide services that are more rewarding when not restricted t o one

broker, approach, or investor type. Managers face less market manipulation issues, when executing

smaller block trades where 'smart money' is not as easy t o follow. They will deal with less transparency

issues surrounding NAV manipulation and disproportionate transaction costs borne by investors

entering and exiting the fund at different times. Using the proposed method, speed and cost of

execution are solely dependent on investors' choice of discount broker.

7- Ethical dilemmas are reduced when addressing situations affecting "priority of transactions",

and "integrity of capital markets". For example, in cases where management decides t o sell all shares of

stock A, for all their clients. The manager would enter one sell order through his/her terminal. The

Enterprise Service Bus distributes corresponding suborders t o associated broker terminals. Alternatively,



if certain clients are better suited t o hold stock A, and buy puts instead, the manager is able t o enter

both trades simultaneously as follows: Sell all shares of A except for clients 1 and 2, hold shares A and

buy Puts AAA. One asset management company can manage accounts held in different online

brokerages.

8- The new systems method will introduce a new concept called 'virtual funds' as an alternative

t o mutual funds, while utilizing discount brokerages and ETFs.



AMENDED CLAIMS
received by the International Bureau on 25 March 201 6 (25.03. 16)

A method of fund management, where assets under management (AUM) are not physically grouped

into a partnership fund, but rather, where investors maintain direct ownership of their holdings at any

discount brokerage of their choice, and investor funds (assets under management) are visually grouped

and remotely managed and controlled by investor selected fund managers through a single network
system centralized via all discount brokerages in the country, said method comprising:

1. Centralization and accessibility of fund management services through discount brokerages

allowing fund managers t o concurrently benefit from marketing and business development

activities performed by discount brokerages.

2. Fund managers can view assets under management (AU M), separately as per each investor's

holdings and Investment Policy Statement (IPS), or visually group assets under management

using a phantom database, in order t o view them as one or several funds and customize or

group trade orders as needed, without physically grouping investor holdings and undergoing

costly administration activities, as in the case of mutual funds or hedge funds.

3. Investors shall easily obtain real time monetary valuations of their portfolios' fair values and

better understanding of their investment holdings, without the need for calculating the Net

Asset Value (NAV) per share, as in the case of mutual funds or hedge funds.

4 . Investors shall clearly and fairly pay applicable transaction and trading costs based on the

executed transactions relating t o their own accounts, rather than paying disproportionate

transaction costs borne by investors entering and exiting a mutual fund or hedge fund at

different times.

5. Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs) shall be utilized on a wide scale for the purpose they were

designed for, which is t o directly integrate and simplify otherwise complicated and risky bets

(risky as in the case of shorting and covering) into relatively small retail accounts at minimal cost

and lower risk, as opposed t o integrating ETFs into mutual funds, which are large pooled

accounts, where such bets can be implemented more efficiently and at lower costs, directly

without the use of ETFs.

6. The centralization of fund management services through discount brokerages, while investors

maintain direct account ownership, facilitates efficient monitoring operations and less

cumbersome regulation and compliance processes.

7. Retail investors with relatively smaller investment holdings shall have access t o direct fund

management services usually only offered to extremely high net worth individuals or

institutions, by opening an online account at any discount brokerage.

8. Fund managers shall have more flexibility in utilizing their expertise when their investors'

Investment Policy Statements are customized based on risk tolerances and return requirements,

but not restricted t o a specific fund strategy, asset class, geographical area, or fund prospectus

as in the case of mutual funds or hedge funds.

9. The segregation of investor holdings rather than pooling, allows for more efficient operations

where contribution and redemption requests are executed at more flexible price entry and exit

points.



10. Economies of scale in fund management of publicly traded securities are realized when investor

accounts remain under their original ownership, rather than being pooled into and redeemed

out of a partnership fund such as mutual funds or hedge funds.

11. Discount brokerages shall stand to improve profitability by focusing on improving the value of

their trade execution services, rather than focusing on promoting questionable short term

trading schemes in order to increase trading commissions.
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